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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NORTH AMERICAN RESCUE RELEASES EMERGENCY EVACUATION
LITTER (EEL)
Greer, SC (March 18, 2013) – North American Rescue LLC (NAR) announced today that they have
unveiled their latest casualty evacuation platform. The Emergency Evacuation Litter (EEL) is a
lightweight, compact solution for casualty movement.
The EEL was developed to fill the need for a pole-less nylon litter with small cube space that offers rapid
deployment and adequate carrying capacity. EEL prototypes were field tested by several tactical teams
who provided design feedback and recommendations prior to final production.
“The EEL meets a specific requirement that our tactical customers have identified,” stated Brent Bronson,
Director of Law Enforcement/EMS/Fed Gov Products. “We recognize that evacuation solutions are a
critical part of saving the lives of tactical operators and were pleased to work closely with several tactical
teams in order to develop a device that meets the unique specifications for the types of scenarios that
military and civilian tactical operators experience.”
The EEL is a cost-effective casualty evacuation platform that features a full-size, durable, lightweight
nylon construction with a load carriage capacity of 700 lbs. Eight (8) easy-to-grasp carry handles are
spaced appropriately on the litter to accommodate various size rescue teams and the litter is packaged in
a streamlined storage pouch that attaches to a tactical-type vest via MOLLE/PALS style attachment
system. It can be mounted between other mission critical tactical equipment such as ammo/chest
pouches or on the lower back of the vest and features a hook and loop closure that allows for rapid
deployment via a quick pull strap. The storage pouch is offered in a variety of colors including: OD Green,
Black, Coyote and Multi-cam.
The Emergency Evacuation Litter (EEL) is the ideal casualty evacuation platform for tactical
environments. The EEL is available for purchase from North American Rescue and can be ordered
through the www.narescue.com website or by calling our customer service department.
North American Rescue (NAR), based in Greer, South Carolina, has proudly enjoyed the honor of serving
their country, community, and customers for over a decade. NAR is leading the way in decreasing
preventable deaths by providing innovative casualty care solutions to our uniformed soldiers, first
responders, health care professionals, and security forces both at home, and abroad in foreign combat
zones. For more information on North American Rescue and products visit www.NARescue.com or call
(864) 675-9800.
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